
Creativity is everywhere - but who and 
where does it come from?  Artrageous travels 
the globe showcasing creative geniuses from 
our past and today, the places that inspired 
them and that flourish today as hot-spots of 
ingenuity.

(12 x 22 minutes HD)



Season 1

Episode 3: Vincent van Gogh – Insane Asylums and Starry Nights 
Van Gogh is best known for being the crazy artist who cut off his own ear, but the truth is a 
little more complicated. Join Nate as he dives into the details of van Gogh’s life and influences, 
and take a close examination of “Starry Night” at the Museum of Modern Art.

Episode 2: Fashion, Sculpture, and Theater – Creativity on Broadway 
Creativity shows up in a variety of ways, especially in theater on Broadway. Nate gets a 
behind-the-scenes look at the costume design of Phantom of the Opera and a tour of the 
incredible set from Wicked.

Episode 4: Operation Forgery – Forensic Art Science and the Chemistry of Color 
Join Nate as he gets a behind-the-scenes look at the Indianapolis Museum of Art’s 
Conservation Science Laboratory to explore the process of figuring out if a painting is the real 
deal or a clever forgery. Then Nate talks with a color scientist to learn how colors are created.

Episode 5: Engineering Meets Art – Faucets and Rollercoasters  
Nate meets an industrial designer to learn how she combines engineering and art to create 
functional yet sleek household faucets. Then Nate takes a ride on a rollercoaster to figure out 
how thrill ride engineers create awesome steel sculptures and unforgettable experiences.

Episode 6: Art in Your Face – The Statue of Liberty and Political Art 
Art and creativity are all around us, and sometimes right in front of our faces. Follow Nate as 
he learns the secrets behind the creation of the Statue of Liberty, deciphers the manipulative 
world of political art, and uncovers the history of the Olympic medal for sculpture.

Episode 1: Andy Warhol – Cheeseburgers, Tomato Soup, and Gold Marilyn Monroe 
Andy Warhol is famous for his eccentric fashion and his instantly recognizable pop art. Nate 
takes a dive into the outlandish world of Andy Warhol, exploring his favorite eating spots and 
stopping at the Museum of Modern Art for a firsthand look at Warhol’s famous Gold Marilyn 
Monroe.



Season 1

Episode 10: The Inspiration Behind the Art - MC Escher, The Scream, and Paul Klee 
Inspiration can come from just about anywhere, as Nate finds out when he explores how 
Islamic art influenced MC Escher’s intricate geometric drawings, where Edvard Munch’s 
famous painting “The Scream” came from, and how Paul Klee came up with some of his best 
known work.

Episode 9: Dali, Kahlo and Picasso – Selfies, Melting Clocks and Feminism in the Art World 
The selfie is a major part of modern life in the social media age, but how did famous artists 
like Salvador Dali, Frida Kahlo, and Pablo Picasso depict themselves in their art? Join Nate for a 
deep dive into the lives, artwork, and lasting impact of these classic creators.

Episode 11: The Creator in Your Backyard – Chicago, New York, and Indianapolis 
Nate uncovers some artists in your backyard, starting with Juan Chavez, a skateboard ramp 
designer-turned sculptor from Chicago. The next stop is New York City, where Eric Helvie 
creates incredible photorealistic work. After a stop in Indianapolis with lawyer/art educator/
artist Justin Vining, Nate finishes up back in Chicago with sculpture artist Bernard Williams.

Episode 12: Painting Your Neighborhood – Murals and Graffiti *(13 min)
Nate checks in with Indianapolis muralist Dan Thompson and Chicago’s Mural Man, Jeff 
Zimmerman, before taking a look at the history of spray paint and its impact on society.  

Episode 8: Japan Extravaganza – Samurai Art and Manga  
Nate heads to the Cincinnati Museum of Art for a look at the traditional armor of the samurai 
warrior and how it relates to the fashion of world renowned designer Issaye Mikaye. Then, 
Nate examines the history of manga and the talent of Tezuka Osamu.

Episode 7: Michelangelo – The Sistine Chapel and the Science of Fresco 
Michelangelo is one of the most famous artists in history, but how did he manage to paint a 
bunch of naked dudes 60 feet in the air on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel? Nate takes a look 
at the insane process of creating one of the world’s most recognizable artworks, and figures 
out the science behind fresco painting.



Season 2- Delivery 2019

Episode 3: Los Angeles/Silicon Valley – The Power of the Garage Lab Culture
What is it about Silicon Valley that has made it an incubator for innovation and creativity? 
We head to Honda to see how engineers are working with artists to create the future, and 
explore the culture of garage labs in Los Altos at the house where the first Apple computer 
was assembled.

Episode 2: Cuba – Innovation in a Closed Society
Visiting Cuba for the first time in decades, Americans are seeing a time capsule created by 
politics and geography. Explore the island to see how innovation and creativity thrive in a 
closed society, from the unique car culture to the modern art scene.

Episode 4: Barcelona to Catalonia – Gaudi and Dali
Nate travels through the mountains of Spain to see where the architect Gaudi was inspired 
to design his Sagrada Familia, and explore how new 3D printing technologies are used. We 
travel to Salvador Dali’s former home and studio to understand how the culture of Catalonia 
influenced modern art.

Episode 5: London – James Dyson: The Creative Process of Invention 
How do you go from redesigning wheelbarrows to inventing a vacuum cleaner that is both 
functional and art? Join Nate as he dives into the creative process of inventing with James 
Dyson.

Episode 6: Santa Monica – Video Game Design
How do video game engineers and artists meet the needs of one of the biggest gaming tribes 
in the world? We travel to Riot Games, one of the most powerful interactive entertainment 
companies in the world, to understand how they satisfy such a powerful culture.

Episode 7: Germany, Denmark, and Sweden – Bauhaus to IKEA
Many of IKEA’s designs meld Germany’s Bauhaus aesthetic with Denmark’s sweeping cultural 
phenomenon, hygge (HOO-gah). We travel to Germany to understand how the style began, 
then head to Sweden to interview IKEA designers about Scandinavian design and what it 
borrows from hygge.

Episode 1: Mexico City – Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera
One of the original celebrity couples, Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera rose to stardom in early 
20th century Mexico. Travel to their home, studio, and favorite haunts to explore the culture 
that embraced them. 

(14 x 22 minutes 4K)



Episode 8: India – Architecture and Color 
Indian culture thrives on intricate architecture and vibrant colors. We travel through 
incredibly diverse regions of India to understand how their culture thrives on epic 
architecture and vibrant color in everything from clothes to the Holi festival.

Episode 9: New Orleans – Jazz and Visual Art
The parallels between visual art and jazz are astounding. We hit the Big Easy to uncover the 
unique and diverse cultural stew that allowed jazz to flourish in New Orleans, and how the 
creative process thrives in the art of jazz.

Episode 10: France – Monet and Plein Air
Nate explores l’Orangerie and the Musée d’Orsey in Paris to see Claude Monet’s work in all its 
brilliant detail. Travel to his former home and studio,  and cross his iconic red Japanese bridge to 
uncover how Monet tapped into the power of creating outdoors.

Episode 11: Arles to Saint Remy – Walking in Vincent van Gogh’s Footsteps
From the insane asylum where he stayed to the field where he shot himself, we walk 
in Vincent Van Gogh’s footsteps throughout southern France and the Netherlands to 
understand this eccentric artist. What inspired his genius and his downfall, and what can we 
learn about him from his art?

Episode 12: Morocco – Color in the Desert
From your clothes to your kitchen, Moroccan culture is everwhere. Morocco is an oasis in 
North Africa where geometry, bold color, and design come together. We travel the country to 
discover how this culture continues to inspire design around the world.

Episode 13: Virtual Reality – Redefining the Creative Experience
VR is quickly becoming a household item, as inexpensive headsets are readily available. We 
head to San Francisco to meet concept artists and VR developers at Google to understand 
what the future holds and how the team at Google sees us using this techology. 

Episode 14: London – Modern Street Art
For years London has been the epicenter of street art, made famous by artists such as Banksy.  
We discover the roots of the street art movement, connecting some of its well-known pieces to 
the artists, locales, and politics behind them.
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